Characterization of NAPL source zone architecture and dissolution kinetics in heterogeneous porous media using magnetic resonance imaging.
A direct visualization method using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was developed to characterize sand grain size distribution, nonaqueous phase liquid (NAPL) source zone architecture, and aqueous flowpaths in a three-dimensional (3-D) flowcell (26.5 cm x 10.5 cm x 10.5 cm) packed with a heterogeneous distribution of five different sand fractions. All images were acquired at a resolution of 0.1875 cm x 0.1875 cm x 0.225 cm. A 1H image of pore water resolved the heterogeneous permeability field; grain size differences as small as 0.1 mm could be distinguished. A time series of 1H images of water doped with the paramagnetic tracer MnCl2 were acquired and used to obtain voxel-scale breakthrough curves. Water preferentially flowed through coarse sands before NAPL release. After NAPL release, the flow bypassed NAPLzones, and bypassing was more evident for high NAPL saturation zones. A time series of 19F images of NAPL were acquired and used to determine voxel-scale NAPL saturation (Sn) during dissolution. Results show that 93% of NAPL mass was in the coarsest sand, most NAPL was trapped as pools and not as residual ganglia, NAPL saturation increased with depth, and the NAPL dissolution front moved vertically from the top to the bottom of the flowcell during the first 170 pore volumes of waterflushed. NAPL component effluent concentrations initially increased due to the development of flow in zones with decreasing NAPL saturation. Flowpath images suggest that this occurs as NAPL transitions from pools (Sn > 0.15) to residual ganglia. The results highlight the importance of flow bypassing and provide the opportunity to develop more accurate NAPL dissolution models.